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Abstract
The aim of this study was to determine whether or not biochemical markers can be
used as surrogate measures for the mechanical quality of tissue engineered cartilage.
The biochemical composition of tissue engineered cartilage constructs were altered by
varying either (i) the initial cell seeding density of the scaffold (seeding density
protocol) or (ii) the length of time the engineered tissue was cultured (culture period
protocol). The aggregate or Young’s moduli of the constructs were measured (by
confined or unconfined compression respectively), and compared with the
composition of the extracellular matrix by quantitative measurement of
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glycosaminoglycan (GAG), hydroxyproline, collagen I and collagen II and collagen
cross-links. The aggregate modulus correlated positively with both GAG and collagen
II content, but not with collagen I content. Young’s modulus correlated positively
with GAG, collagen II and collagen I content, and the ratio of mature to immature
cross-links, but not with hydroxyproline content. These results suggested that
hydroxyproline may be an unreliable indicator of mechanical quality of tissue
engineered cartilage, and that a measure of collagen II and GAG content is required to
predict the biomechanical quality of tissue engineered cartilage.
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Introduction
The mechanical behaviour of cartilage is closely related to its biochemical content [1].
In normal articular cartilage, structural macromolecules (primarily type II collagen
and proteoglycan) interact to form a porous, saturated, fibre-reinforced matrix capable
of withstanding the mechanical forces associated with joint articulation. The tensile
strength of the tissue is attributed primarily to the type II collagen, aided by crosslinking of the collagen fibrils, while proteoglycans contribute primarily to the
compressive properties of the tissue by two means: a swelling pressure associated
with the charged nature of proteoclycan aggregates [2], and the bulk compressive
stiffness of the proteogylcan aggregates immobilised within the collagen network.
The collagen-proteoglycan matrix also has a very low permeability to fluid flow, and
it has been shown that during loading over 90% of the load is initially supported by
the build-up of interstitial fluid pressure [3]. Similar structure-function relationships
have been shown to exist for tissue engineered cartilage; however it is still unclear
what biochemical markers are the most appropriate indicators of the mechanical
properties of the tissue.
A number of studies have reported changes in the composition of cartilage
constructs engineered in vitro, typically assessed by glycosaminoglycan (GAG)
content and/or total collagen determined from hydroxyproline content, with associated
changes in the tissues mechanical properties [4-19]. For example, Hunter et al. [4]
correlated the dynamic stiffness of engineered cartilage with both GAG and
hydroxyproline content. In their study the GAG content correlated positively with the
hydroxyproline content, and the DNA content correlated positively with both GAG
and hydroxyproline contents, making it difficult to associate changes in dynamic
stiffness with specific changes in construct composition rather than general
maturation effects. Mauck et al. [5] observed that the aggregate modulus and Young’s
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modulus of tissue engineered cartilage constructs depend more strongly on collagen
content than GAG content. Vunjak-Novakovic et al. [6] were able to use multiple
linear regression analysis to correlate changes in the mechanical properties
(equilibrium modulus, hydraulic permeability and dynamic stiffness) of tissue
engineered cartilage to changes in the amounts of glycosaminoglycan, collagen and
water. However the differences between the mechanical properties of the engineered
tissues and freshly explanted tissue could not be solely explained by differences in the
amounts of collagen and glycosaminolycan, implying to the authors that either the
accumulation of glycosaminoglycan and collagen precede their assembly into a
functional tissue, or that the assembly of the extracellular matrix was different from
that in natural cartilage. It would therefore seem that assessing engineered cartilage by
GAG and hydroxyproline content alone may not be a sufficient indicator of its
biomechanical quality.
Type II collagen accounts for more than 90% of the total collagen in hyaline
cartilage whereas type I collagen is abundant in fibrocartilage but largely absent from
normal, mature hyaline cartilage. However both collagen types are usually present in
tissue engineered cartilage. Dickinson et al. [20] have developed quantitative
inhibition ELISA assays for both type I and II collagens which allow the
measurement of both collagen types following the enzymic digestion of tissue
engineered cartilage. Total collagen, as hydroxyproline, mature and immature
collagen cross-links and GAG can also be measured in the same digests, thereby
allowing the mechanical properties of tissue engineered cartilage to be correlated with
individual matrix components.
The aim of this study was to determine whether or not biochemical markers
can be used as surrogate measures for the mechanical quality of tissue engineered
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cartilage. To this end, two separate experimental protocols were designed with the
specific objective of engineering cartilage constructs with differing extracellular
matrix composition, and hence differing mechanical properties. By varying either the
initial cell seeding density or the in vitro culture period, it was possible to alter the
biochemical composition of tissue engineered cartilage constructs, and to then
correlate changes in GAG, collagen I, collagen II, and collagen cross-linking with the
mechanical properties of the construct. If such a correlation exists then it would
indicate the most important biochemical markers to test for in tissue engineered
cartilage.

Methods
Experimental design
This study consisted of two separate study protocols: (i) a cell seeding density
protocol, in which the initial density of cells used to seed a scaffold was varied and
(ii) varying the maturity of the engineered constructs by varying the length of time
constructs were cultured, (in this condition, the scaffolds were seeded with the same
cell density). For the first study protocol, bovine articular chondrocytes were seeded
onto scaffolds (2 mm depth, 5 mm diameter) with four cell seeding densities of 2, 4, 8
and 16 million cells/scaffold. After 42 days of culture, the constructs were tested in
confined compression prior to biochemical analysis to determine GAG, collagen I and
collagen II content. Five constructs were obtained for each seeding density by
repeating the experiment on separate occasions using cells isolated from different
animals. In the second study protocol (i.e. varying the length of time in culture),
bovine nasal chondrocytes were seeded onto scaffolds (2 mm depth, 8 mm diameter)
at a seeding density of 15 million cells/scaffold, and then cultured for up to 80 days.
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Constructs were tested in unconfined compression after 20, 30, 40 and 80 days in
culture, followed by biochemical analysis to determine GAG, collagen I, collagen II,
hydroxyproline content and the ratio of immature to mature collagen cross-links. This
study protocol was performed in two laboratories (Universities of Sheffield and
Bristol) (termed study A and B in the text) using cells from different animals and
using different batches of sera to obtain an average of 15 constructs per time point.
Again to obtain this number of samples per time point required repeating the
experiment on separate occasions using cells isolated from the tissue of different
animals.
The mechanical properties of the engineered tissues where determined using
either confined compression to quantify the aggregate modulus, or unconfined
compression to quantify the Young’s modulus (see Biomechanical evaluation section
below). In confined compression testing, the tissue is loaded purely in compression,
whereas in unconfined compression the sample is allowed to bulge radially and tensile
strains are generated in the tissue. Since proteoglycans are commonly considered to
resist compression, and collagen to resist tension, it was deemed necessary to examine
correlations between both the Young’s modulus and the aggregate modulus with
biochemical markers for GAG, collagen I, collagen II, and collagen cross-linking.

Isolation and culture of bovine chondrocytes
Full thickness hyaline cartilage was harvested from bovine metacarpophalangeal
joints or nasal cartilage from adult animals (18-24 months) within 4 hours of
slaughter. Chondrocytes were isolated from all cartilages as described previously
[21]. In brief, chondrocytes were released by sequential proteolytic digestion at 37OC
for 30 min. in trypsin (0.25% in PBS, Invitrogen Ltd. UK) followed by incubation for
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18-22 h with 0.2% bacterial collagenase (Sigma, UK) in basic culture medium
(Dulbecco’s modified Eagles medium (DMEM, Invitrogen, UK), containing 10 mM
HEPES (Invitrogen, UK) 10% FBS, non essential amino acids, 100 units/ml penicillin
and 100 µg/ml streptomycin sulphate (Sigma, UK). The isolated cells were seeded in
tissue culture plates (3 x 104 cells/cm2) and cell numbers expanded for two to three
passages in expansion medium (basic medium containing 10 ng/ml FGF-2,
PreproTech, UK).

Formation and culture of engineered constructs
Chondrocyte/scaffold constructs were engineered and cultured as described
previously [21]. Briefly, scaffolds of a non-woven fleece (8 mm diameter, 2 mm
thick) of Hyaff 11®, Fidia Advanced Biopolymers, Italy); were threaded onto stainless
steel wires and suspended in a flask containing a gently stirred suspension (70 rpm) of
chondrocytes in expansion medium for 72 h. Scaffolds were seeded with the initial
chondrocyte concentration stated above. Freshly seeded constructs were transferred to
petri-dishes coated with 1% agarose (Sigma, to prevent cell adhesion) and incubated
in expansion medium for a further 4 days before being transferred into differentiation
medium [basic medium supplemented with 10 µg/ml insulin (Sigma) and 50 µg/ml
ascorbic acid (Sigma)] for the remainder of the culture period. Media was changed
every 3-4 days and the culture dishes were placed on an orbital shaker (50 rpm) for
the duration of incubation. For the cell seeding protocol, the constructs were
incubated for 42 days in studies carried out in one laboratory (University of
Sheffield). For the time-in-culture protocol, the constructs were incubated for 20, 30,
40 or 80 days following cell seeding in studies carried out in two laboratories
(Sheffield and Bristol Universities). Constructs were transported (within 24h at room
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temperature) to Trinity College Dublin in basic culture medium for biomechanical
analysis. After mechanical testing, constructs were stored at -20oC while awaiting
biochemical analyses (University of Bristol).

Biomechanical evaluation
Discs (3 mm diameter) were cored from the central region of engineered constructs
from the cell seeding protocol, and placed in a cylindrical confining chamber. The
chamber was mounted onto a Zwick Z005 materials testing machine, and the sample
was compressed by a porous sintered bronze platen (Aegis Advanced Materials,
Worcestershire, UK). Samples were immersed in normal saline solution at room
temperature throughout the test. A ramp displacement corresponding to 5% strain at a
ramp speed of 0.001 mm/sec was applied to each sample, which was then held until
the measured reaction force equilibrated (Fig. 1a). Two subsequent ramp
displacements of 5% strain each were then applied to each sample, giving a total
strain of 15%. Based on the magnitude of the equilibrium force measured after each
ramp and hold, a stress-strain curve for the tissue can be obtained. The equilibrium
modulus in confined compression (termed the aggregate modulus) of the tissue is
obtained from the slope of the stress-strain curve (Fig. 1b), which can be considered
linear for strains below 15%.
At each harvest point (20, 30, 40 and 80 days), samples from the time-inculture experiment were tested in unconfined compression between two polished
stainless steel platens mounted onto a Zwick Z005 materials testing machine. Samples
were immersed in normal saline solution at room temperature throughout the test. The
same loading regime as used for the confined compression test was used for the
unconfined compression test. For unconfined compression testing, the whole
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construct was tested, as apposed to confined compression testing where a 3mm disc
was cored out (Note: Biochemical assays were only performed on the cored discs and
not the total construct). In this case, the equilibrium modulus in unconfined
compression (termed the Young’s modulus) of the tissue is obtained from the slope of
the stress-strain curve.

Biochemical analysis
Trypsin Digestion – Following biomechanical evaluation, constructs obtained from
both the cell seeding density and time-in-culture experiments were freeze-dried and
weighed to obtain the dry weight. All samples were then digested overnight at 37ºC
with 250 µl of TPCK-treated bovine pancreatic trypsin prepared at 2 mg/ml in Tris
buffer, pH 7.5, containing 1 mM iodoacetamide, 1 mM EDTA and 10 µM pepstatin A
(all from Sigma). A further 250 µl of freshly prepared trypsin was added to each
sample and there was a further incubation for 2 h at 65ºC [20]. All samples were
boiled for 15 min at the end of incubation, to destroy any remaining enzyme activity.
Undigested material was removed, freeze-dried and weighed. The supernatants were
assayed for matrix components as described below.

Type I collagen – The digests were assayed by inhibition ELISA using a rabbit
antipeptide antibody to type I collagen, as previously described [20]. Peptide
SFLPQPPQ was synthesised by Dr. A. Moir (Kreb’s Institute, Sheffield University,
UK) and was used as a standard in all of the immunoassays.

Type II collagen – The digests were assayed by inhibition ELISA using a mouse IgG
monoclonal antibody to denatured type II collagen, COL2-3/4m, as previously
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described [20,22]. Peptide CB11B (CGKVGPSGAP[OH]GEDGRP[OH]GPP[OH]
GPQY) was synthesised by Dr. A. Moir (Kreb’s Institute, Sheffield University, UK)
and was used as a standard in all of the immunoassays.
Total collagen – Total collagen in the digests was measured as hydroxyproline by
amino acid analysis [23].

Collagen cross-links – The immature hydroxylysino-5-ketonorleucine and the mature
hydroxylysyl-pyridinoline cross-links were measured by amino acid analysis, as
previously described [20, 23]. Briefly, samples were reduced with sodium
borohydride to stabilise collagen cross-links to heat and acid and then hydrolysed in
constant boiling hydrochloric acid. The hydrolysates were applied to CF1 cellulose
chromatography columns to remove non-cross-linking amino acids and to concentrate
the collagen cross-links. These were then separated and quantified using a
Biochrom20 Plus amino acid analyser equipped with ninhydrin detection and
configured for the separation of collagen cross-links.

Proteoglycan – A colorimetric assay for GAG, using dimethylmethylene blue, was
used to measure proteoglycans in the digests [24].

Statistical analysis
Mechanical and biochemical properties of engineered constructs are expressed as the
average ± SEM. Differences in mechanical and biochemical properties with seeding
density or time-in-culture were determined by one-factor ANOVA with post-hoc
Tukey test. Differences in mechanical and biochemical properties between the timein-culture studies by the two laboratories were determined by two-factor ANOVA
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with Bonferroni post tests. Correlations between mechanical properties (Aggregate
modulus or Young’s modulus) and biochemical content (collagen I, collagen II, GAG,
collagen cross-linking and hydroxyproline) were determined using a Spearman
correlation (significant at or below P = 0.05). The Spearman correlation coefficient r
is expressed as a 95% confidence interval.

Results
Confined compression did not reveal any statistical difference between the mean
aggregate modulus of constructs seeded at different cell densities (Fig. 2a). No
statistical difference or trends were observed between the collagen I levels of these
constructs (Fig. 2b). For collagen II and GAG , a general trend was observed where
the collagen II and GAG levels (expressed as a percentage of construct matrix dry
weight) increased using cell seeding densities of 4 and 8 million cells (Fig. 2c, 2d).
However, this trend did not reach statistical significance for collagen II although the
GAG content at a seeding density of 4 million cells/scaffold was significantly higher
than at 16 million cells/scaffold (P < 0.05) (Fig. 2d).
For the cell seeding studies, the aggregate modulus correlated positively with
both GAG (P < 0.0001, r = 0.5737 to 0.9147) and Collagen II (P < 0.0001, r = 0.6215
to 0.9261) content (all expressed as a percentage of construct dry weight), but not
with Collagen I content (Fig. 3).
For the time-in-culture studies, the cell seeding density was kept constant and
the period of time-in-culture varied. The period of time the constructs were cultured
had an effect (P < 0.05) on the Young’s modulus. For study A, Young’s modulus
after 40 days in culture was greater than after 20 (P < 0.001) or 30 (P < 0.01) days in
culture, but there was no significant difference (P > 0.05) between the Young’s
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modulus at day 40 and day 80 (Fig. 4a). For study B, Young’s modulus after 80 days
was greater than the modulus after 30 days (P < 0.01). The Young’s modulus of the
constructs from study A was greater (P < 0.001) than the Young’s modulus from
study B at all time points except at day 20. The length of time that the constructs were
cultured also had a significant effect (P < 0.05) on the collagen I (Fig. 4b), collagen II
(Fig. 4c), GAG (Fig. 4d), and hydroxyproline (Fig. 4f) content of the matrix (all
expressed as a percentage of the construct matrix dry weight), and the ratio of mature
to immature cross-links in both the original and replicate experiment (Fig. 4e), except
in study B where no difference in GAG content as a percentage of construct matrix
dry weight was observed with time in culture. There was no difference in biochemical
content, expressed as percentage of construct dry weight, between the original and
replicate experiment, except at day 80 when there was a difference in GAG content
(P < 0.05) and the ratio of mature to immature cross-links (P < 0.001).
For the culture period experiment, the Young’s modulus correlated positively
with GAG (P < 0.0001, r = 0.3926 to 0.7375), collagen II (P < 0.0001, r = 0.4268 to
0.7557) and collagen I (P = 0.003, r = 0.2188 to 0.6366) content (all expressed as a
percentage of construct dry weight), and the ratio of mature to immature cross-links
(P < 0.0001, r = 0.2802 to 0.6739), but not with hydroxyproline content (Fig. 5).

Discussion
The principal objective of this study was to determine the most appropriate
biochemical markers for the mechanical quality of tissue engineered cartilage. The
mechanical properties of tissue engineered cartilage were correlated with biochemical
content, which were expressed as a percentage of total construct dry weight. By
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identifying such correlations, it should be possible to better predict the mechanical
quality of tissue engineered cartilage from small biopsies.
In this study, cartilage tissue was engineered from both bovine articular
chondrocytes and bovine nasal chondrocytes. A number of studies have demonstrated
the potential of nasal chondrocytes for cartilage tissue engineering [25, 26, 27]. Nasal
chondrocytes have been shown to generate a matrix with significantly higher fractions
of collagen type II and glycosaminoglycan as compares with articular chondrocytes
[27]. The use of two different cell types therefore facilitated our objective of
engineering cartilage constructs with differing extracellular matrix composition, and
hence differing mechanical properties. Constructs were mechanical tested in either
confined or unconfined compression. The choice of two testing protocols was based
on the fact that (i) they represent the two most common testing modes for tissue
engineered cartilage, and (ii) the type of deformation within the tissue during confined
and unconfined compression is different, and one would therefore expect different
correlations between the biochemical content and the equilibrium modulus in
confined and unconfined compression.
In the first experiment, the equilibrium modulus in confined compression (the
aggregate modulus) from engineered constructs initially seeded at different densities
was found to positively correlate with both GAG and collagen II content. The
aggregate modulus is determined from a confined compression test, where the sample
is prevented from bulging radially; therefore both the GAG and collagen II content
are good indicators of the tissues ability to resist pure compression. The aggregate
modulus did not correlate with collagen I content, suggesting that collagen I may be
an unreliable indicator of a tissues ability to resist pure compression. In the second
experiment, the equilibrium modulus in unconfined compression (the Young’s
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modulus) from engineered constructs cultured for either, 20, 30, 40 or 80 days was
found to positively correlate with GAG, collagen I and collagen II content. The
Young’s modulus is determined by unconfined compression testing, where the sample
bulges radially during compression subjecting the tissue to both compressive (in the
direction of loading) and tensile deformations (in the radial direction). This may
explain why the collagen I content correlated with the equilibrium modulus in
unconfined compression (determined from a test where the type I collagen can help
support the tensile component of the deformation) in the time-in-culture experiment,
and not with the equilibrium modulus in confined compression in the cell seeding
density experiment. However given that collagen I was present in such small amounts
in this study, it is difficult to make firm conclusions regarding its mechanical effects.
The equilibrium modulus in unconfined compression of the constructs also correlated
with the ratio of mature to immature collagen cross-links, which is to be expected as
cross-linking is considered a good measure of construct maturity. However the
equilibrium

modulus

in

unconfined

compression

did

not

correlate

with

hydroxyproline, suggesting that other collagens were present, and that hydroxyproline
may be an unreliable indicator of mechanical quality of tissue engineered cartilage.
Although hydroxyproline content was not measured in the first experiment, given the
strong correlation with collagen II, it would be expected that hydroxyproline content
would have correlated with the equilibrium modulus in confined compression.
While no statistical difference was observed between the equilibrium modulus
in confined compression of scaffolds seeded at different seeding densities, it would
appear that an optimal seeding may exist for engineering cartilage in a semi-dynamic
culture. Seeding at too high a seeding density not only reduces the amount of
nutrients/growth factors per cell, but most likely also limits the diffusion of nutrients
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throughout the scaffold, resulting in an more inhomogeneous construct after static
culture. Also, in time-in-culture experiment, study A, no significant difference was
observed in the mechanical properties between day 40 and day 80, despite the fact
that there was an increase in the total amount of matrix synthesised (result not
shown). This may also be due to the fact that the engineered construct has become
more inhomogeneous in nature over time due to diffusion limitations as the tissue
matures. Computational modelling has shown that as the inhomogenity of a tissue
engineered cartilage construct increases, the mechanical properties of the cartilage
component of the construct are increasingly underestimated by mechanical testing
[28].
The time-in-culture experiment, where constructs were cultured for either 20,
30, 40 or 80 days, was replicated in two laboratories using the same study protocol
but with bovine chondrocytes and sera from different sources. While significant
differences were observed between the means of the mechanical properties for the
constructs from the two laboratories [studies A and B (Fig. 4)], little difference was
observed between the means of the biochemical content at each time point (except for
the differences at day 80 reported earlier). It would therefore seem that although the
amount of extracellular matrix synthesised in constructs from the two studies differs,
which partially explains the difference in mechanical properties, the proportion of
different matrix components (collagen I, II and GAG) present within an engineered
cartilage tissue remains reasonably constant over the culture time used here. The large
difference between the mean ratio of mature to immature cross-links between the two
samples after 80 days suggests that the cross-linking ratio may not only depend on the
time in culture, but also on the maturity of the tissue. Regardless of these findings
from the means of the data, correlations between the mechanical properties and the
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biochemical content were found. The results of this study suggest that the mechanical
quality of tissue engineered cartilage may be predicted with some confidence on the
basis of quantification of both collagen II and GAG. Either biochemical marker on its
own may not be sufficient to make firm conclusions about the mechanical quality of
the tissue, particularly in unconfined compression, where weaker correlations were
observed between the equilibrium modulus and either collagen II and GAG than was
observed in confined compression. This may be due in part to the more complex
multi-axial deformation set-up in the tissue during unconfined compression.
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List of figures

Fig. 1. (a) Representative force versus time curve for a stress relaxation test. A ramp
displacement of 10% strain was applied to each sample, which was then held until the
measured reaction force equilibrated. Two subsequent ramp displacements of 5%
strain each were then applied to each sample, giving a total strain of 20%. (b) Based
on the magnitude of the equilibrium force measured after each ramp and hold, a
stress-strain curve for the tissue can be obtained. The aggregate or Young’s modulus
of the tissue is obtained from the slope of the stress-strain curve.

Fig. 2. Influence of cell seeding density on the (a) aggregate modulus, (b) collagen I,
(c) collagen II and (d) GAG content (expressed as a percentage of construct dry
weight) of tissue engineered cartilage. Plots represent mean ± SEM. (* Significant
difference between groups, p < 0.05).

Fig. 3. Correlations between aggregate modulus and (a) collagen I, (b) collagen II and
(c) GAG content for the cell seeding density experiment. r ~ Spearman correlation
coefficient.

Fig. 4. Influence of culture time on the Young’s modulus, collagen I, II, GAG,
hydroxyproline content (expressed as a percentage of construct dry weight) and the
ratio of mature to immature cross-links of tissue engineered cartilage. Data is shown
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for Study A and Study B. Numbers above bars indicate level of difference between
Study A and Study B. Lines indicate difference due to time-in-culture (* ~ p< 0.05;
** ~ p< 0.01; *** ~ p< 0.001). Lines above bars represent differences in original
experiment, lines below differences in replicate. (! ~ For original experiment,
significant difference observed between all time points with p < 0.001, except
between day 30 & day 40, where p < 0.01).

Fig. 5. Correlations between aggregate modulus and (a) collagen I, (b) ratio of
immature: mature collagen cross-links, (c) collagen II, (d) hydroxyproline and (e)
GAG content for the time-in-culture experiment. r ~ Spearman correlation coefficient.
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